
NOISE REMEDIES

b
1 Introduction

In keeping with the goal of achieving a compatible relationship between

the airport and the surroundIng comunity, the noise exposur:e study has

conducted a thorough measurement and analysis of Sea-Tac 's probleras .

Details of this study are described under ENVIRONMENT. Objectives have

been to (1) minimize noise at the source directly through local programs

where possible, (2) to accurately identify and use source reduction pro-

grams that are occurring nationwide, and (3) to apply a complete set of

community-based remedies directly in the neighborhoods affected signif i-.

cantly by noise exposure, Such programs are designed to deal with the

residual problem not resolvable at the source,

e As indicated in the noise exposure studies, time is an important factor.

Noise exposure is presently at a peak level and will be decreasing

through source changes (engine retro-fitting, increasing use of new air-

craft , modified operating procedures, etc, ) . Thus , programs must be

applied that deal with anticipated long-term duration of exposure. In

addition, as the exposure studies indicate, reaction to noise is a highly

subjective matter . Annoyance is a complex nix of factors attributable

both to the noise Itself as a prhnary component and to ttsecondary com.-

ponents'1 that are also present. These '1secondary components" include

difficulty in selling property, concern over property value, fear of

increasing ,noise, fear of neighborhood deterioration, uncertainty in

planning for home improvements and repairs and many other similar con-

cel:ns e

@
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The following noIse programs have been derived fron the Sea-Tac Cormunl-

ties Plan effort and are divided into two categories.e
The first is a listIng of all programs either adoptable locally or

identifiable nationally which wi11 reduce noise at the source. Special

emphasis has been placed on the source reductIon programs most likely

to occur in projected future noise exposure. Although currently pro--

posed Federa1 regulations on aircraft engines indicate a relatively

rapid decrease in noise levels, more conservative assumptions for

forecasts of exposure have been used. A more conservative margin is

desirable inasmuch as co©munity remedy programs must be based in part

on these future exposure values .

The second category of noise remedy programs is represented by recon-

mendations for change or support within noise affected residential

neighborhoods in the airport vicInity. Such programs address not just

the noise itself but the secondary annoyance factors that contribute

to the total problem. They deal, not with the source, but with the

area receiving the noise impact.

e

To date, the most direct kind of program applied in impacted areas

has been total acquisitIon through condemnation. This method renoves

the hapacted neighborhood entirely, it is an appropriate solution in

areas where noIse impact is extremely severe and likely to remain so .

Often, however, total acquisItion may be so drastic and disruptive to

existing neIghborhoods that it should not apply unless no possibility

remains of relieving otherwise suitable residential areas . Therefore,e
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where noIse is not quIte so severe and prolonged the program emphasIs

is on stabilizIng and strengthening neIghborhoods. These programs

apply in many cases to the '1secondary11 aspect of noise exposure that

result in annoyance and concern among residents . Even wIth the appli-

cation of special programs to impacted areas many people will choose

to live elsewhere. The desired result would be areas in which noise

is decreasing gradually, where tI:lose that desire to leave have greater

opportunity to do so and those who renain or moved in will be willingly

committed to their comunity with a positive view toward their homes

and theIr neighborhoods

e

e

e
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6.2.2 AIRCRAFT Nors£ REDUCTION

e
Source improvement in aircraft noise exposure patterns can result from

several abatement strategies . Modification of the aircraft itself will

cause the most improvement, Changes in landing, take off and over-flight

procedures will produce additional benefits to the comunities surrounding

airports by further separating the source and the receiving areas ,

Changes in Aircraft

Aircraft engine changes and air frame technology will reduce noise levels .

A program in effect and regulated by the Federal Aviation Administration

is FAR Part 36 requirements for subsonic jets , (specified noise limits that

must be met by current jet aircraft) , Extension of this regulation to in-

elude previously produced aircraft through a modification or 11retrofit’'

program is proposed for rapid implementation. Retrofit can be accomplished

by two methods: ttSAMl’ (Sound Absorbent Material) and ’!REFAN11. The SAM

procedure involves applying new sound reducing nacelles to existing engines

REFAN is the conversion of engines through the introduction of new front

fans which significantly lower noise emissions, Although SAM retrofit does

not gain the noise reduction available through REFAN programs , it can be

implemented imediately on the JT8D engine, the most prevalent engine on

B727 , 737 and DC-.9 ts . SAM achieves a 3 EPNdB take--off noise reduction and

a 10 to 15 EDNdB reduction on approach over the present t'noisy’t engines .

SAM 11kitsl’ for the JT3D engine (DC–8, B707) are still under development , and

present directions indicate they, too, will allow reduction to current FAR

Part 36 gtandardg ,

e

e
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The greatest reduction available for current JT8D involves tlrefanningt' the

engine to approximate the high bypass ratio-type engines powering the 747

and DC-10. This phase of aircraft noise reduction would attain levels sig-

nificantly below present FAR Part 36, but will take a longer development

and installation period. REFAN is more costly than SAM retrofit, and would

probably not apply to the older 707 , DC-8 models , but should be required

when available on all new production models of the 707 (DC-8 ’s are no longer

produced)

e

The Federal Aviation Administration and Environmental Protection Agency

indIcate that a better than a 50% retrofit program could be accomplished

by 1978, At that time the majority of the United States ’ jet fleet would

meet FAR Part 36 performance standards , By 1981, full compliance is ex---

pected of the aircraft industry, To provide a more conservative margin,

the future exposure patterns utilized for the Sea-.Tac/Comunities Plan

Study Area are based on a 1983 full compliance year. Foreign registered

aircraft operating in the United States would also be required to comply

to these regulations , Further extension of FAR 36 noise standards was

also implemented in this time frame---a possible FAR 36+10 noise reduction

objective, along with restrictions on corporate jet and propeller aircraft,

helicopters and supersonic transports are included,

*++'

In addition to the modification of present-day aircraft, new models will be

introduced to fulfill the demands of the air transport industry. These new

planes are required to meet FAR 36 regulations and any additional noise stir>u-

lations imposed at a federal level, The early noisiest pure turboject: 707 and

DC-8 models will be replaced by these new aircraft , helping the noise picture8
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by dIrectly substitutIng the most noIsy wIth the least . Such ltFleet mIxl'

changes have been reflected in the Sea-Tac/Coamunity Plan projected noise

calculations .
e

Support through Local program8 of advocacy rapid implementation

of aLI federal aIrcraft 80wce no{8e Tedue+non ef forte .

Operational Measures

Operational changes can provide consIderable noise impact reduction, Flight

procedures on approach/landing and takeoff are controlled by the Federa1

Aviation Adninistrat ion

the responsIbility of the airport operator . Technical inputs are received

from the Air Transport Association, Airline Pilots AssocIation, Environmental

ProtectIon Agency and other interested groups affected by any proposed actions

Specific actIons may be adopted at specific aIrports for a variety of reasons

(examples are a 5a approach slope at San DIego and Sea-Tac' s Elliott Bay

Departure) , but generally, standardized national operational procedures are

recoaunended . Such procedures try to achieve the lowest practical noise ex-

posure coTmensurate with safety and economy.

e

Noise reductions of from two to ten decibels have been achieved by use of

one or more of the operational changes instituted over the last few years.

Three FAA programs, 'lKeep tEn High, I' reduced flap angles on approach, and

1’Get ' nn High EarIIerl' have reduced impact areas considerably since being

introduced, in accord with FAA directIves , sonic booms are also regulated ,

and special air traffic rules and patterns are enforced?
__„--++--––

e
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A mandatory order is now being prepared to require a further modIfIcation

to take-off procedures . Compliance with the ATA recomended I'Get tEm High

Earliert1 has been voluntary; changes have been suggested and after e:,censive

testing, two procedures are merging. . . one recomended by the ATA and one

being flown by Northwest Airlines, Both procedures have been utilized with

the projected Sea--'Tac fleet mix and some differences in exposure appear ;

however , with new aircraft types and advanced guidance systems in the offing,

more intensive research must be completed assessing the comparative ef fee-

tiveness of these takeoff procedures. Both contribute to an inproved

exposure pattern.

e

011 landIng, increased approach angles would reduce noise over a greater

distance. The two-segment approach has been evaluated by many pilots in

different aircraft under (CAT 1) Instrument approach conditions; a Notice

of Proposed Rule Making (ANPRM) was introduced by the FAA on March 20, 1974

Steeper and curved approach paths are also in the experimental stage and a

microwave landing system offers considerable potentIal for noise reduction,

e

A standardization of the Instrument Lan ci System (ILS) to a 3'’ glide slope

was adopted in 1971, however, the south glide slope at Sea--Tac remains at

2,75'’ because of topographic and electronic difficultIes. TechnologIcal

problems also limit the use of 'texclusivelt runways at Sea-.Tac as depicted

as the West Approach NEP predictions in the noise analysis, Element 5.5

reference numbers 9, 10 and 11)

Special departure and arrival routing is in evidence at Sea-Tac Airport .

The effect of the Elliott Bay routing is dramatic, but not within the
/’

Sea-Tac/CommunIties Plan Study area. Aircraft are gIven special headings
e
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and minimum altitudes for directional change over heavily populated areas .

Over-fIIghts of IndustrIal land and Puget Sound reduce noIse exposure to

many people. To the south, aircraft are dIrected to fly at runway heading

to a minimum altitude (3,000 ft. ) before initiating a change of dIrection

These procedures are being constantly surveyed in context of safety and

economy .

e

SuVport through local advocacy ?Togram8 the rapid deDeZop7nent

a7ui ado?tton federal of all ot>erat to%at mea8we8 effect{De tn

reducIng no£se eup08we.

Local Programs

In order to assure compliance with the recommended flight and operational

procedures at Sea-Tac, a noise monitoring system can be useful, The

abiIIty of the Airport to assess the change in composite aircraft noise

exposure will enable the Port of Seattle to gauge its progress toward

solving the noise problems generated by single aircraft operations as well

as overall Industry improvement , Geneva, Osaka, New York and Taipei have

all had noise monitoring equipment in operation and all report significant

improvement in dealing with noise exposure patterns .

e

On'-Airport operations are part of the Port of Seattle responsIbility as

operator of Sea-Tac , Engine maintenance has incurred unfavorable coment

throughout the years, such that modifications of the procedures , locations

and tine restrictions have been required . A recoamendatlon (already imple.„'

ment:ed) has been to move the engine run-up locations to positions allowing

better patterns of noise impact. Possible use of special run--up devices cane
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be evaluated in terms of the new locations . The trmendous expense of such

equipment will not be justified if the run-up noise falls mostly on airport

property and generates few complaints . Future monItoring programs will help

In thIs evaluation. Nighttlne curf ews also apply to maintenance activitIes ,

From 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. there currently can be no full power engine run-ups

except for emergency situations , These provIsions can be further restricted

to allow no run-ups whatsoever .

e

Ado?t mt ongoIng noI,8e monItoring ?rogran to continuousLy

deterwtne compLiance u£th o?e?at£onat ??ocedwes and general

tre7as in cowwunity euposwe leveLs .

Uttt tae nerD tocat{,on8 fo v engine matnte7unce ran..az2s to

7rnn'£#dae eaposwe patterns off airport property .

a
Futher Te8t?'Let nightt£Tne curfeu8 on Tna{nte7m7ve run-ups

to allan none dun'Lng sleeT Imus. n-'

,„,/'„fA A
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